
Very Close Piano 2 
 

Produced by Nelson MALLÉUS 

 Very Close Piano 2 offers you the piano with more precision, more attack and more 
density that you have ever heard. 

 Very Close Piano 2 makes available, in addition to a classic stereophonic recording, 
2 unheard microphone positions which are impossible to produce in a traditional recording 
session. 
With one microphone avec the hammer and one at the other end of the played string, all 
the sound and musical potential of each note is now within easy reach. 

 To fully enjoy the possibilities of these 3 microphone positions, Very Close Piano 2 
features 3 modes: 

 - an easy-to-use Reverse mode 

 - a Legato mode with a Portamento option 

 - an exclusive X-Fade mode which allows you to change the sound from one or more 
microphone positions to another during each note. For example, you can take full 
advantage of the extreme proximity microphones on the attack of the note, while 
considering using the ambient take on the tail for a better width. 

 In order to integrate the dense and precise sound of this Bösendorfer into your 
mockups as well as into your final mixes, Very Close Piano 2 has been recorded in a neutral 
acoustic with high quality transparent gear. 
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Technical information 

 - 1300+ samples 
 - 48kHz / 24 bits (scaled from 96kHz) 
 - 5 velocity layers 
 - 3 microphone positions, with 2 exclusive : 
 - Hammer (mono) 
 - Tail (mono) 
 - Room (stereo) 
 - A mixing console with the following setting for each microphone position : 
 - Volume 
 - Panoramic 
 - Solo / Mute 
 - Phase delay  1

 - Load / unload samples 
 - Output selection 
 - An attack attenuator and a transparent compressor  2
 - 3 modes : 
 - Reverse 
 - Legato / Portamento 
 - X-Fade 
 - Automatic panning options for close microphones 
 - An ADSR envelope 
 - Requires the full version of Kontakt 5.8.1 or higher 

Credits 

Producer : Nelson MALLÉUS 
Piano : Paulo NAVARRO 
Sound engineer : Nelson MALLÉUS 
Sample editors : Benjamin N'KAOUA, Nelson MALLÉUS, Nelson SANTONI 
Programmer : Nelson MALLÉUS 
Sound advisor : Antoine PRADALET 
Design advisor : Dania MALLÉUS, Altaïr SOMMEREAU 
Math advisor : Lucas MALLÉUS 

Recorded on Bösendorfer 
at Studio La Majeur - 18 rue Saint-Bernard - 75011 PARIS (France) 
from 02/23/2017 to 02/24/2017 

Beta-testers : Marc HAZART, Nicolas REZAÏ, Nelson SANTONI 

Special thanks to Jérôme LEMONNIER 

 X-Fade mode only1

 Legato and Reverse modes only2
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Microphones and placement 

 If the unique character of Very Close Piano 2 lies of course in its extremely close 
microphones, it also offers an AB recording named Room. It can be especially useful to 
integrate Very Close Piano 2 into your mixes, or simply to get a softer sound, a wider 
stereophony, or even create a more complex multichannel mix by placing the close 
microphones into the front channels and the AB into the rear channels. This AB take is very 
neutral, made with a pair of small-diaphragm omnidirectional condenser microphones. 

 Both proximity microphones - Hammer and Tail - were moved with the greatest 
precision above the recorded string(s) before each note. Thus, Very Close Piano 2 offers 
the closest sound possible, while maintaining a very homogeneous sound throughout the 
range, which makes it unique and absolutely inimitable in recording sessions. 

 The Hammer samples were taken with a high-precision supercardioid dynamic 
microphone placed perpendicularly above the recorded string(s). 

 Using the same technique, a large-diaphragm cardioid condenser microphone was 
placed 2 cm above the string near the tail for Tail samples. 
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Modes and instruments 

Very Close Piano 2 features 3 modes : 
 - Legato/Portamento 
 - Reverse 
 - X-Fade 

 All 3 modes are separated in instruments, so you have to choose the mode you will 
use when you load the instrument in Kontakt : 

 Do not hesitate to load different modes as multi or in different Kontakt instances, 
it will not use more RAM than loading a single mode. 
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Interface and controls 

The interface is made up of 2 main areas : 
 - The mixing console 
 - The mode specific controls 

You also can : 
 - Load presets browsing the Presets menu 
 - Access to some advanced Settings 
 - Click the rabbit to set up dark mode! 
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Mixing console 

 The mixing console is made up of 3 channels, one for each microphone position 
(Hammer, Tail et Room). Each channel includes the usual controls : 

 Changing the phase between the different microphone positions opens the 
possibility to radically change the sound and can be particularly useful between the 
Hammer and Tail. For this purpose, in addition to the usual controls, a micro-delay has 
been added to each channel. You can adjust this micro-delay on the Settings panel. 

Presets 

 In addition to resetting a control area or the whole Very Close Piano 2, a series of 
presets can be used as a basis for a classic or more experimental sound. 

Dark mode 

 You can use a Dark mode by clicking on the rabbit. 

A LED to upload or reload the channel’s samples to 
free RAM. 

A gain fader 

A panoramic knob 

Solo and Mute switches 
A φ switch to enable/disable the micro-phase 
delay (in X-Fade mode only) 

A menu offering the choice of the output for the 
channel if you use Kontakt in multichannel mode
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Legato mode 

 The Legato mode allows you to transform you piano in a monophonic legato 
instrument using Sustain Pedal (CC64). If you need a new attack, juste release the Sustain 
Pedal and press a key. 

 You can use the Portamento option by clicking on the LED and setting the 
portamento time in milliseconds. 

 In order to attenuate the difference between the attack and the sustain which is 
inherent on the piano, you can increase the Attack attenuation or the Compression. 

Reverse mode 

The Reverse mode is designed to be the most user friendly as possible : 
 - enable it by clicking on the In switch next to Reverse mode 
 - reverse time is automatically set on you DAW tempo 
 - so you can choose the reverse time in beats or in milliseconds 

 The Attack attenuation will be helpful with short reverse sounds to attenuate the 
start of the sound. 

 The Compression will be useful with long reverse sounds to reduce the difference 
between the very low attack of the sound and the loud end. 
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X-Fade mode 
 

 Once enabled by clicking on the In button, the X-Fade processor sets the 
microphone positions that will play during the attack and during the tail of each note. 

 Thus it is possible, for instance, to play the Hammer position on the attack to get a 
very percussive sound, then to move to the Room to get a softer and wider sound on the 
tail of the note, and why not play the Tail position from beginning to end note, slightly 
sub-mixed to recover some grain and binder. 

The X-Fade mode is displayed as a LED matrix where you choose : 
 - on the first column the microphones which will play on the attack of each note 
 - on the second column the microphones which will play on the tail of each note 
 - each line match with a microphone position. 

Then you can choose : 
 - when the transition between Attack and Tail microphones does happen with the Location 
knob 
 - how long the transition last with the Length knob 

 To go further, do note hesitate to test the relative phase of each microphone 
position. 
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Settings panel 

 The Settings panels allows you to set advanced parameters. 

 The Exclusive solo mode switch affect the way the Solo switches of the mixing 
console work. This can be useful to compare different microphone positions. 

 Hammer Autopan and Tail Autopan work both the same way and apply to their 
respective channels : when enabled with the In switch, they allow a panoramic from left to 
right following the evolution of the keyboard from low to high. The Invert  switch can set 
the Autopan direction from right to left. And the can choose the Autopan intensity 
between Soft, Med and Hard. 

 The phase knobs are only available on X-Fade mode. They allow you to master the 
relative phase of each microphone position if you enabled the phase buttons on the mixing 
console. 

 The ADSR envelope (Attack, Decay, Sustain, Release) systematically covers all the 
channels. 
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Some tips for use 

(1) To get some width with the proximity microphones, you can place them on opposite 
panoramic and adjust the phase. 

(2) To get an even more powerful attack with the ADSR envelope, you can set attack time 
to the minimum, slightly lower the sustain level and adjust the decay time to set the 
length of your attack. 

(3) If you experience a hollow or bump feel during the transition of a note using the X-Fade 
processor, you can attenuate it by changing the phase of a channel concerned by the 
transition. 

(4) When you use the X-Fade processor, putting attack channels and tail channels at 
opposite panoramic can be a very good effect in some musical contexts. 

(5) If you are making a transition between two channels using the X-Fade processor, add 
the third channel on the whole note under-modulating can be a good binder. 

(6) For multi-channel mixing, it may be useful to have proximity microphones in the front 
and surround microphones in the rear. 
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 inouï samples was created to offer composers, producers and sound-designers 
unheard sounds with strong musical potential. Whether the object of novelty is about the 
instrument, the sound pickup, how sound is processed or several of these parameters, each 
of the virtual instruments produced by inouï samples is designed to fit naturally into your 
compositions. 

 All the experiments of acoustics, physical and digital lutherie are made with the 
objective to best serve the artistic creations and to allow them to go always further. 

Licence agreement 

 Any owner and user of Very Close Piano 2 agrees to abide by the following rules. If you do not agree 
with one or more points, you may not use the software or samples of Very Close Piano 2. 

 Nelson MALLÉUS EIRL guarantees that all Very Close Piano 2 samples have been recorded specially for 
this project. Any resemblance to another record would be a pure coincidence. 

 Very Close Piano 2 can only be used commercially as part of a musical composition. Therefore, it is 
forbidden to distribute or give up - for free or with charges - all or part of this software or samples. It may not 
be resold, loaned, rented, downloaded to a server, transmitted to another user or used for the development of 
a competing product. It is forbidden to use samples outside Very Close Piano 2 software or to integrate them 
into another sample player. 

 Very Close Piano 2 requires the use of Kontakt 5 in its latest update. Nelson MALLÉUS EIRL can not be 
held liable in the event that Native Instrument GmbH no longer carries out any further development of Kontakt 
or any problems arising from Kontakt. Kontakt is a registered trademark of Native Instrument GmbH. 

 If using Very Close Piano 2 without any other instrument or only with synthesizers, it must be specified 
"Recorded by Nelson MALLÉUS" on all media presenting the technical team (film credits, disc cover, website ...) 

 In case of any dispute the French text shall prevail over the other langage texts.  

Conditions générales d’utilisation 
 Tout possesseur et tout utilisateur de Very Close Piano 2 s’engage à respecter le règlement 
suivant. Si vous n’êtes pas d’accord avec un ou plusieurs points, vous ne pouvez pas utiliser le logiciel ni les 
échantillons de Very Close Piano 2. 

 Nelson MALLÉUS EIRL garantit que tous les échantillons de Very Close Piano 2 ont été enregistrés 
spécifiquement pour ce projet. Toute ressemblance avec un autre enregistrement serait une pure coïncidence. 

 Very Close Piano 2 ne peut être utilisé de façon commerciale que dans le cadre d’une composition 
musicale. Par conséquent, il est interdit de distribuer ou de céder - à titre gratuit ou payant - toute ou partie 
de ce logiciel ou des échantillons. Il est interdit de le revendre, de le prêter, de le louer, de le télécharger sur 
un serveur, de le transmettre à un autre utilisateur ou de s’en servir pour le développement d’un produit 
concurrent. Il est interdit d’utiliser les échantillons hors du logiciel Very Close Piano 2 ou de les intégrer dans 
un autre lecteur d’échantillons. 

 Very Close Piano 2 nécessite l’utilisation de Kontakt 5 dans sa dernière mise à jour. Nelson MALLÉUS 
EIRL ne peut être tenu pour responsable au cas où Native Instrument GmbH ne poursuit plus de développement 
de Kontakt, ni de tous les problèmes pouvant découler de Kontakt. Kontakt est une marque déposée de Native 
Instrument GmbH. 

 En cas d’utilisation de Very Close Piano 2 sans autre instrument ou uniquement avec des synthétiseurs, 
il doit être précisé « Enregistré par Nelson MALLÉUS  » sur tous les supports présentant l’équipe technique 
(générique de film, jaquette de disque, site internet…) 

Nelson MALLEUS EIRL 
nelson@lamiprod.fr 
160 rue Jean Monnet 
39000 LONS-LE-SAUNIER 
France 
www.nelsonmalleus.com
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